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BIOLUMINESCENCE  

PHENOMENON – „LIGHT FROM LIGHT” 

Mariana Daniela MANU
*
 

Rezumat. Articolul este rezultatul unui program doctoral unic în România şi în Europa 

referitor la studii multidisciplinare despre interferenţa luminǎ vie – materie; principii 

laser – holografice ale structurii şi funcţionǎrii sistemelor biologice; interferenţa 

luminǎ/bioluminiscenţǎ (BL) – materie vie şi caracteristicile BL ca „laser biologic” 

(fenomen ştiinţific şi religios). Se discutǎ rolul tipurilor de sisteme de laser biologic în 

îmbunǎtǎţirea puterii bioluminiscenţei: informaţie şi caracteristici, trecerea de la 

procesul fizic la cel psihic al vieţii, creşterea puterii şi a informaţiei. Dezvoltarea 

studiilor ştiinţifice permite acum reevaluarea patrimoniului cultural al vechilor civilizaţii 

şi a posibilelor contacte cu civilizaţii extraterestre. 

Abstract. The paper relieves the results of unique doctoral studies in Romania and 

Europe, dealing with fundamental multidiscipline studies about the light-living –matter 

interference: • laser-holographic principles of structure and function of biological 

systems (as nonlinear mediums); • light (L) / bioluminescence (BL) –living matter systems 

interference and the characteristics of BL as „biological laser” – scientific phenomenon 

and a religious one – „light from light”. It is discussed the role of those ten types of 

biological laser systems to filter and improve step by step the bioluminescence power –

information and characteristics, the passing from physic to psychic processes of life and 

increasing of powers and information. The development of scientific studies permit now 

to revaluate the cultural patrimony of ancient civilizations, possible contacts with 

extraterrestrial civilizations, which last proves of an advanced science, today 

disappeared, and whom symbols were survived.  
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1. Introduction 

The most complex and power BL form is known as  the name of „the 

God”. It belongs to the ten-th type of Biological Laser System – Universal BLS, 

which is formed by all biological filters (humans, animals, plants) from all 

planets, of all galaxies of the Universe, because they all have „the same face and 

similitude”, that are correspondent to the same laser – holographic principles of 

structure and function of the Biologic Laser Theory.  

The basic knowledge was delivered from the most advanced physics 

domains as: lasers, holography, nonlinear optic, liquid crystals, and electronics. 

For that I had to formulate the ManuStănciulescu Biologic Laser Theory 
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